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The COVID-19 pandemic, the national reckoning over social injustice and the 

drive to achieve greater diversity, equity and inclusion in the workforce have giv-

en members of the BAI Emerging Leaders Network, a group of next-gen financial 

services leaders, much to think about.

In addition to recognizing these important social concerns, the BAI Emerging 

Leaders Network considered other key factors impacting their organizations and 

the industry at large, such as banking’s digital transformation, the quest to better 

personalize the customer experience, the need for greater talent and improving 

access to finances, especially with regards to payments. 

Working with peers, under the mentorship of volunteer Executive Advisors from 

large, regional and community banks, as well as credit unions, the following are 

perspectives from our Emerging Leaders that propose actionable insights for fi-

nancial services organizations. They also include personal perspectives on the 

industry and some lessons learned along the way.

I hope you enjoy these insights, and I know you’ll be impressed by these future 

leaders’ incisive contributions on critical issues facing our industry. 
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT & CEO

Effective leaders hold themselves accountable and 

take responsibility for their own mistakes and those 

of their team. They have a willingness and ability to 

take lessons learned from past experiences and apply 

them to new challenges. Leaders think outside the 

box to recognize when the ‘tried and true’ method 

doesn’t work and to seek other ways to achieve goals. 

A leader shares knowledge by coaching employees, 

creating a collaborative work environment and giving 

employees the tools they need to be successful.

Mary Kay Merkt, Executive Advisor

https://www.linkedin.com/in/debbie-bianucci-7678601/
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The Impact of COVID-19

In late 2019 when the Emerging Leaders began their discussions 

around the key industry issues of talent, customer experience, digital 

transformation and payments, the effects of the pandemic had yet to 

surface. It was business as usual. Since then, COVID-19 has impacted 

every facet of our life—how and where we work, as well as how we 

interact with customers and with each other. As such, we asked them 

to share how the coronavirus has impacted their areas of focus.
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TALENT DEVELOPMENT & TRAINING

COVID-19 has urgently underscored the importance of cross-train-

ing and reskilling employees so they can productively contribute to 

unfamiliar functions and other areas of their organization. 

Employees have had to adapt to a virtual environment, with many 

working from home. They may not have been ready for the sudden 

transition to a remote workplace, so they needed additional technol-

ogy training and support.

With the sudden onset of the pandemic, training departments had 

to pivot quickly to virtual learning. The pandemic delayed many 

training initiatives, and it required leaders to swiftly reevaluate and 

reschedule their 2020 plans. Leaders must continue to adapt during 

the new normal as they aim to introduce growth and development 

opportunities to keep employees engaged, productive and aligned 

with organizational goals.

Financial services organizations have supported the challenges 

faced by employees working remotely by allocating funds to provide 

technology or other accommodations to make their new workplace 

more functional and comfortable. They have also put together care 

packages, including sending organization-branded items to their 

homes as a reminder that their well-being is important.

Opportunities for informal managing and mentorship connections 

have decreased with the shift to remote work. However, these have 

been supplemented with more deliberate ways to connect such as 

weekly huddles, bi-weekly individual coaching sessions, scheduled 

“coffee breaks,” virtual lunches and happy hours. 

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Initially, as a result a of the pandemic, many financial services or-

ganizations had to close their branch locations and rely solely on 

drive-thrus and digital services. With the continued peaks and val-

leys of the virus, the onus is still on digital channels to manage the 

volume and different types of transactions customers need to per-

form. This has also meant that there are now higher expectations 

around the digital and mobile experience. 

However, it’s not just about the ability to deliver services that im-

pact the experience. Customers are also looking for empathy from 

their banks and credit unions. Some customers have lost their jobs 

or been furloughed. As their financial institutions make accommoda-

tions such as hardship programs or deferred payment options, it has 

positively impacted the customer experience. 

Many customers will continue to feel anxious about the current envi-

ronment, so financial services organizations must let their customers 

know they are there for them. This proactive, open and frequent 

communication, as we’ve seen with the various government stimulus 

programs, including the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP), cre-

ates transparency and adds to the overall experience.

DIGITAL ADOPTION AND TRANSFORMATION

At the start of the pandemic, financial services organizations re-

sponded quickly by raising the daily withdrawal limits on ATMs and 

interactive teller machines (ITMs), as well as extending the hours of 

ITMs to offset the closures of branches. In addition, organizations 

increased mobile deposit limits and waived all ATM fees, including 

foreign machines.

As the pandemic persists, financial institutions continue to step up in 

a variety of other ways. For example, they helped shift customers to 

mobile banking apps and websites, which offer mobile deposits and 

person-to-person payments with platforms like Zelle and Popmoney.

By driving customers to those services, banks are helping minimize 

the impact on daily transactions. 

PAYMENTS

In a recent survey, more than 1,000 consumers were asked about 

how they are paying and banking amid the COVID-19 outbreak. The 

findings indicate that the pandemic has accelerated banking’s digi-

tal transformation.

Consumers, according to the survey, are embracing mobile wallets 

and contactless payments to avoid exchanging paper money or 

checks during the pandemic. Forty-five percent said they are using a 

mobile wallet of some type, and 16 percent indicated they are using 

paper-based currency less than before the pandemic. Additionally, 

31 percent plan to continue using contactless or mobile wallet pay-

ments instead of cash and checks.

The good news for financial services organizations about this grow-

ing digital adoption is that consumer trust and confidence remain 

very strong because the banks and credit unions have been there 

for customers and members. 

THE IMPACT OF COVID-19

To move at the speed required today, 

and to manage the complexities of our 

interconnected world, a leader must be 

strategic and tactical, broad and deep, 

a leader and a doer. There is critical and 

complex work to be done, and we don’t 

have time to gather and coordinate 

all the people we would need if those 

people could only be one thing.

Ben Schack, Executive Advisor

https://www.fisglobal.com/en/about-us/media-room/press-release/2020/covid19-is-rapidly-reshaping-consumer-banking-and-payments-behaviors-new-fis-survey-finds
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WINNING THE WAR ON TALENT

W
ith the recent events surrounding social injustice, financial 

services organizations should seize the moment to create a 

company culture that celebrates and embraces diversity, equity and 

inclusion (DEI). The key to doing so is to honestly examine where 

inequalities and unconscious bias may exist, as well as evaluate 

organizational policies to ensure an equitable and inclusive work-

place. But it doesn’t stop there. Banks and credit unions must go 

beyond the examination and evaluation phase. It’s crucial they de-

velop a sustainable plan of action that fosters a culture of equity and  

inclusion, where all employees feel supported and experience a 

sense of belonging. 

To achieve an inclusive culture financial services organizations need 

to acknowledge the various ways unconscious bias is impacting 

their decision-making, particularly around hiring, promotion and 

performance, as well as communication and leadership opportuni-

ties. It’s important to seek appropriate solutions, including training, 

to combat this issue. Indeed, the industry as a whole must commit to 

incorporating educational opportunities and workplace experiences 

to increase cultural awareness and tackle unconscious biases.

To add to the complexities of addressing DEI disparities, organiza-

tions must also factor in a multi-generational workforce. Financial 

services leaders need to better understand the nuances of each 

generation and have access to tools that can help them to prop-

erly manage these different generations, including addressing the 

underlying factors contributing to turnover. 

Leaders must communicate effectively across the generations, per-

sonalizing the experience to each, so as to provide constructive, 

consistent feedback and evaluation, as well as leverage reciprocal 

channels for employee/manager communication. Organizations 

tend to slowly release information, trickling it down the chain of 

command. In a time of crisis, organizations should consider a more 

horizontal communication model that tends to deliver information 

more quickly. 

Another key factor contributing to the retention of employees is sal-

ary and professional development opportunities. Banks and credit 

unions must not only offer competitive compensation, they should 

also provide a clear path for personal growth and invest time and 

resources for career advancement. Training and development are 

essential for growth, allowing for re-skilling and up-skilling, which 

has been critical during this pandemic. 

In addition to the cultural aspects mentioned above, the employee 

experience is also critical because it impacts productivity, engage-

ment and retention. The physical experience for employees has 

become more complex, with many working remotely. However, re-

search shows that most employees have adapted well to the new 

remote working environment, working three hours more per week 

on average amid the pandemic. Employees are seeing the benefits 

of working from home and are eager to prove they can deliver the 

same quality and quantity of work. As companies look to the future, 

workplace flexibility will be important not just for retention but also 

to compete and win the war on talent.

With the abundance of banks and 

credit unions available to work at, plus 

competition from other industries, finding 

and retaining great talent requires constant 

care and attention. As recommended by 

this team, ensuring your managers are 

ready to lead and understand how to lead 

diverse groups equally, while developing 

and growing opportunities available to 

staff, are key factors in retaining staff who 

have so many choices on where to work.

Jamie Frogale, Executive Advisor
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BANKING ON DATA AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE TO WIN CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

I
n the current environment, it’s never been more important to 

have relevant and valuable customer interactions, especially 

with the shift to digital and the decrease of in-person exchanges. 

The ability to personalize communications and offers, while demon-

strating understanding and empathy, is critical.

To achieve this personalized customer interaction or experience, fi-

nancial institutions are looking to make better use of the customer 

data they have on hand. They know that customers are willing to 

share more personal data to get a more personalized experience. 

But, it’s a balance, and financial institutions need to be sure that they 

don’t cross the line. Indeed, some financial services organizations 

have teamed up with fintechs and/or are leveraging AI and machine 

learning to understand customer behavior in a more comprehensive 

way, specifically personal interests and preferences.

Similar to a “next-best-purchase” model, financial institutions are 

steering the conversations they have with customers in a more 

personal way. With more customers using online banking and email 

amid the pandemic, customer communication is extremely import-

ant. Promotional and marketing content should also be clear and 

concise. By using customer data to develop communication, mar-

keting messaging and predict responses, financial institutions can 

effectively engage customers throughout the customer journey. 

In addition to effective communication, banks and credit unions 

must make sure digital bandwidth is strong enough to accommo-

date increased customer usage. It’s critical to ensure that customers 

can do everything online that they could do in a branch. Financial 

institutions should also consider rethinking packaging and other 

“unboxing” type experiences for new customers. With customers not 

coming into branches as much, the “wow” of an in-person account 

opening is gone. As such, delivering a great onboarding experience 

and product delivery (like the unboxing of a debit card or checks, 

for example), customers can feel the first-class experience without 

stepping into a branch.

In every credible relationship, trust and security are key. Even before 

the COVID-19 outbreak, data security was on the forefront of con-

sumers’ minds. That has not changed, and financial institutions have 

a responsibility to ensure their customer data is safe. With the shift 

to more digital engagement and customers’ need for greater person-

alization, banks and credit unions must guarantee peace of mind. 

Empathy is also critical in a relationship. Don’t underestimate the 

power and impact of what financial institutions do for their commu-

nities and how that impacts consumers’ decisions on where to bank. 

Corporate citizenship counts.

As financial institutions continue to navigate these uncertain times, 

relationships will be built in new ways with data playing a critical 

role. With norms no longer in play, financial institutions should use 

this time to try something new and not be afraid to be bold. This 

is an unprecedented time in our history, and as we emerge from it, 

we need to do so with more innovation and a better sense of what’s 

important in the world and to our consumers.

Financial institutions should take the time now to see the gaps, un-

derstand the challenges consumers and communities are facing, 

and meet them where they are in their lives.

The proper analysis and use of customer 

data is critical in managing the customer 

experience, as well as enhancing the 

potential for increasing bank revenues 

and profitability. The balance of creating 

and exceeding expectations for customer 

experience while correctly modeling data on 

behalf of the customer will build customer 

loyalty and bank profitability. Effectively 

leveraging the trust customers have in 

their bank and the data the bank maintains 

through accurate, relevant and secure 

interactions will be of benefit to all parties.

John R. Beran, Executive Advisor
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DIGITAL CAPABILITIES IN A TIME OF CRISIS

B
y its nature, no one knows when a crisis is going to strike, but 

when it does, financial institutions need to be ready to help 

their customers, their employees and their communities. And, with 

technology now so engrained in our daily lives, providing the right 

digital capabilities is one way to positively impact these segments 

during their time of need. 

Financial institutions already offer a wide variety of digital products 

and services. However, during times of crisis, communication and 

education around what these products and services are, how to use 

them and the benefits of doing so, are essential for customers who 

are looking for access to funds, as well as get some peace of mind.

There are several things financial services organizations can do to 

take their online and mobile capabilities to the next level, starting 

with improving the ease of use of their websites and apps. If custom-

ers encounter too much friction in those digital channels, they’ll look 

elsewhere. They have come to expect a seamless online experience 

delivered by best-in-class companies such as Amazon and Apple. 

Other measures to enhance existing digital capabilities include how 

to leverage data more effectively to better understand customer 

needs during this time. Identifying and evaluating procedures to 

reduce complexity for customers, making interactions simple and 

transparent, is also key.

Out of crisis, comes opportunity—we’ve seen expanded digital bank 

offerings, especially as in-person channels have been reduced. Ex-

amples include online account origination platforms for consumers 

and small businesses, use of esignature to enable loan and other 

products to be executed fully online, expanded call center services, 

including online chat, as well as remote deposit capture. 

With opportunity comes risk, and so security and fraud identifica-

tion and mitigation are critical with the shift to digital products and 

services. Again, educating consumers and employees about fraud 

and other potential risks is key to avoiding financial and reput- 

ational loss.

Within financial institutions, employees and their experience during 

a crisis are also impacted as digital products and services become 

more prevalent. If working remotely due to the crisis, access to 

technology and training is essential. Remote workers are looking for 

better internal networks and system capabilities, so reviewing cur-

rent software capabilities to streamline operations and reduce waste 

is helpful. Engagement is also key, especially with employees dealing 

with additional stress factors such as dependant care and being out 

of their “normal” element.

Cross-training employees so they can help in overworked areas of 

the organization is especially important amid the turbulence of a 

crisis, as employees suddenly find themselves in unfamiliar roles or 

places. Done correctly, customer service and productivity will not 

suffer. In addition, taking measures to reduce workplace risk and 

adjust antiquated policies that depend on paper and on employees 

being physically present can improve the experience and outcomes.

For the community during a crisis, financial services organizations 

can show their commitment by continuing to support local business-

es, providing online volunteer support versus in-person activities, 

such as mentoring or providing grants to small businesses in need.

The topic of supporting customers and 

employees while adapting and leveraging 

digital capabilities during the pandemic is 

incredibly timely. The current environment 

effectively hit fast-forward on the 

anticipated digital migration in banking, 

and this team has provided thoughtful and 

comprehensive perspective for financial 

institution leadership to consider.

Chris Thurmond, Executive Advisor
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THE DIGITAL ROADMAP TO PAYMENTS SUCCESS

W
ith the shift to digital banking, which has been expedited by 

the pandemic, providing innovative digital payment oppor-

tunities will be key to the success of any financial institution’s digital 

strategy. According to a recent global payments study, 45 percent 

of U.S. consumers noted that they have used some kind of mobile 

wallet since the outbreak began, and they are also reporting more 

interest in contactless payment solutions. 

To capitalize on this market evolution, financial services organi-

zations must create great online and mobile banking experiences, 

leveraging customer relationships and data to support a personal-

ized payments experience.

The biggest factors influencing digital payments success are conve-

nience and security. In terms of convenience, financial institutions’ 

payments offerings should be simple and user friendly. Institutions 

should think mobile first and be sure to solicit feedback constantly 

to be able to refine and improve the product or service.

Safety is also important—consumers need to know that their data 

and their money are protected. Strong security and fraud initiatives 

also build trust and confidence, which are critical to any banking re-

lationship, particularly when in-person interactions are decreasing.

Organizations are wise to encourage employees to help educate 

customers on digital adoption and usage. Banks and credit unions 

should pay special attention to Gen Z, the newest generation to 

banking, who will in time become the dominant generation. These 

tech-savvy digital natives will change the way payments and bank-

ing are done.

To attract and retain them, financial services organizations must 

focus on the user experience to make payments and banking as fric-

tionless as possible, not only for Gen Z but for all generations.

Another area of focus to include in a successful payments strategy 

is the need to be real-time—one click and done. Personalize pay-

ments opportunities to mirror customer spending patterns and allow 

payments to merchants.

Banks and credit unions should offer customers financial and bud-

geting advice, including alerts to take specific actions that will help 

them reach their goals. Other strategic steps include rewards, like 

cash back and geo-targeted offers; creating “buy-now-pay-later op-

tions” with the ability to pay off the amount within a certain time 

frame or revamping traditional banking products, such as, a credit 

card or personal loan, to compete with merging competitors, like 

Affirm and Afterpay, who are providing alternative solutions for con-

sumers to finance small and large ticket items. 

Digital adoption, technology advances with smartphones, mobile 

wallets and POS in retail are all fueling growth in the digital pay-

ments space. In an industry where organic growth seems harder and 

harder to find, mobile payments offer financial institutions an oppor-

tunity that they cannot ignore. 

Adopting a digital strategy is of utmost 

importance in today’s environment. The 

overarching concern within the industry is 

that we may have fallen behind and have 

not included all our customers on the digital 

journey. This team took on the challenge. 

Their insights and recommendations 

are a roadmap for success.

Mary Ellen Carney, Executive Advisor

https://worldpay.globalpaymentsreport.com/#/en/home
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Emerging Leaders—lessons 

learned along the way

As Emerging Leaders close the chapter on their experience with 

the BAI Emerging Leaders Network and start anew, we asked them 

to reflect about the process and lessons learned along the way.
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People pay far more attention to your 

actions and relationships than your 

words. That’s why it is so important that 

you display the traits you want to see 

in your team and in others around you: 

listen to learn, be curious, have empathy 

and show humility. As a coach to many 

C-suite executives, I’ve seen these basic 

concepts change the trajectory of careers.

Melissa Erhardt, Executive Advisor

BRING YOUR BEST SELF TO WORK

Be open and honest about your strengths and weaknesses. Re-

evaluate yearly to find areas for growth and concerns that need to 

be addressed to drive improvement. This kind of personal assess- 

ment can bring self-awareness to both your professional and per-

sonal development.

Work hard, be diligent and be reliable. You may be the most educat-

ed person in the room, but you still must genuinely contribute and 

care about the quality of your work.

Reflect on the values that led you to work in the banking industry, 

which may include honesty, integrity, relationship-building and in-

novation. It’s a privilege to serve the financial needs of consumers 

and businesses. The trust they place in us is everything. When faced 

with a task or challenge, rely on your values to make a positive im-

pact on your customers and colleagues.

BE OPEN TO NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Always have an open mind with your career. You may think you know 

exactly what you want to do or where you want to go, but take the 

opportunity that scares you. Take the opportunity in the area you 

have little expertise in. This is how you challenge yourself, grow and 

become a well-rounded individual who can go far in your career.

SEEK AND LEARN

Finding an opportunity to learn from colleagues across the industry 

is key. 

Being able to connect and learn from business partners at different  

organizations, in different roles, can be extremely beneficial. By list- 

ening to other perspectives and embracing other’s passions, com-

mon goals can be achieved. Together, everyone accomplishes more. 

EMERGING LEADERS—LESSONS LEARNED ALONG THE WAY

Leadership is about helping a group move 

toward a common goal, creating something 

new and inspiring greatness in others. 

Successful leaders have the courage to 

do these behaviors again and again.

Jennifer W. Scott, Executive Advisor
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